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We have demonstrated the operation of composite superconducting tungsten and aluminum
transition-edge sensors which take advantage of quasiparticle trapping and electrothermal feedback .
We call these devices W/ Al QETs (quasiparticle-trap-assisted
electrothermal feedback
transition-edge sensors). The quasiparticle trapping mechanism makes it possible to instrument large
surface areas without increasing sensor heat capacity , thus allowing larger absorber s and reducing
phonon collection times . The sensor consists of a 30-nm-thick superconducting tungsten thin film
with Tc~ 80 mK deposited on a high-purity silicon substrate. The W film is patterned into 200
parallel lines segments , each 2 µm wide and 800 µm long . Eight superconducting aluminum thin
film pads are electrically connected to each segment, and cover a much larger surface area than the
W. When phonons from particle interactions in the silicon crystal impinge on an aluminum pad ,
Cooper pairs are broken , forming quasiparticles which diffuse to the tungsten lines where they are
rapidly thermalized . The W film is voltage biased , and self-regulates in temperature within its
superconducting transition region by electrothermal feedback . Heat deposited in the film causes a
current pulse of ~ 100 µs duration, which is measured with a series array of de superconducting
quantum interference devices. We have demonstrated an energy resolution of < 350 eV full width at
half-maximum for 6 ke V x rays incident on the backside of a 1 cm X 1 cm X 1 mm (0.25 g) silicon
absorber, the highest resolution that has been reported for a fast ( < l ms pulse duration) calorimetric
detector with an absorber mass > 0. l g. Applications of this technology include dark matter searches
and neutrino detection. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION
We are developing phonon-mediated cryogenic particle
detectors for dark matter searches and neutrino detection . 1•2
These detectors consist of a superconducting W thin-film
transition-edge sensor (TES) deposited on a high-purity silicon absorber. The W film (Tc~ 80 mK) is voltage biased in
series with a de superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) array 3 by putting a constant bias current
through a parallel arrangement of the sensor and a small
shunt resistor (Fig. 1). The substrate is cooled to well below
Tc . When the film temperature is within the superconducting
transition , the resistance goes down as the temperature decreases . Since the joule heating , P = V2IR, increases as the
resistance drops, the film stably self-regulates in temperature
within its transition. 4 This type of process is referred to as
electrothermal feedback.
When a particle interaction occurs in the silicon , athermal phonons (~ 1 THz) propagate to the surface of the crystal, where they are absorbed in the superconducting film,
thereby raising its temperature. The increase in film temperature causes an increase in the film resistance, and a corresponding decrease in the current through the film, which is
measured with the SQUID array.
Since energy deposited in the film reduces the joule
power dissipation in the film, the energy is removed both by
•>Present address : Mail stop 814.03, NIST, 325 Broadway, Boulder, CO
80303.
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an increase in the heat flow to the substrate , and by a reduc tion in the joule heating . The energy removed by a reducti on
in the joule power is equal to the voltage bias multiplied by
the integral of the SQUID current pulse , and can be measured with no free parameters. When the substrate tempera ture is reduced to well below the transition temperature of
the film, the reduction in joule power is the dominant mech anism for the removal of heat by more than an order of magnitude . Since the measurement of energy removed by the
reduction of joule power is relatively insensitive to imperfec tions such as tran sition nonlinearities and film nonuniformi ties, the best resolution is obtained by integrating the current
pulse. 4
Several different channels are instrumented on the surface of the silicon absorber . By observing the partitioning of
energy between the channels , both event position and energy
may be measured .5 The position information can be used to
veto surface and multiple-scattering events, and will be used
to reduce the background counts in dark matter and neutrin o
experiments .6 In order to scale these sensors up to a practi cal
dark matter or neutrino detector , we must use a large mass
absorber (~ I kg) . 1 To scale up to a large absorber whil e
maintaining good position and energy resolution , it is necessary to instrument a much larger detector surface area. Instrumenting large areas cannot be done simply by increasing
the W film surface area without making the W heat capacity
too large.
It is possible to collect phonon energy over large surfac e
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FIG. I. Tran sition -edge se nsor bias c ircuit.

areas using quas ipart icle trapping, a techniqu e first sugges ted
by N. Booth for use with tunn el jun ction detectors. 7 In
Booth 's dev ices , superconducto rs with two different energy
gaps are used. The high gap superco nducto r, which is chose n
to have a gap sma ller than the incide nt phonon energy, is
depos ited as a large area pad. The lower ga p superco nductor
is placed in intima te electrica l co ntact with this pad. When
phonons impinge on the high gap superco nducto r, they break
Cooper pairs, for ming quasiparticles. The quasiparticles relax to the gap edge , releasi ng phonons. If these phonons are
also above the gap, they can crea te more quasiparticles,
whi le any subgap phonons escape back into the substrate and
are lost. The dev ice geo metry is chose n so that the time for
quasiparti cles to diff use within the high gap superco nductor
to the low gap superco nductor is short co mpared to the quasiparticle reco mbin ation time and the desired rise time.
Whe n a quasiparticle diffuses into the low gap superco nductor, it relaxes to the new gap edge , releas ing phonons, and is
trapped in the pote ntial well of the lowe r Tc material. The
phonon s released in this process ca n create new quas iparticles, or esca pe into the substra te if they are subgap. In
Booth 's dev ices , the quasiparticles trapped in the lower gap
material are then meas ured when they cross a superco nducting tunnel j unction. 7
Quasipart icle trapping can also be used with transitionedge sensors to increase the phonon co llection area while
keeping the heat capac ity of the transition-edge sensor low.8
In the device s described in this work, Al is used as the high
gap supercond uctor , and W is used as the low gap superco nductor. Al pads are placed in electr ica l co ntact with the W
TES. Since the ga p of Al (2Ll~ 0.3 meV) is smaller than the
mean athermal phonon energy (£ ~ 2 meV) , incident athermal phonons create quasiparticles in the Al, which diffuse to
the TES on times that are short compared to the quasiparticle
recomb inatio n time. Since the W TES is very near Tc , it has
many therma lly exci ted quasiparticles and behaves much like
a norma l metal. As a result, when quasiparticle s diff use fro m
the Al into the W film, instead of emittin g phonons as occ urs
for a two superconducto r quasiparticle trap, electronelectron interact ions with the quasiparticle s in the W are the
Rev. Sci. lnstrum. , Vol. 66, No. 11, November 1995

dominant process, and the energy is rapidl y thermalized
within the electro n system.9 Note that this thermal energy
co llection process is more efficient than the charge co llection
process through quasiparticl e trapping with tunn el jun ction s.
In the tunnel jun ction devices , the quasiparticles requir e
many attempts befo re cross ing the tunneling barrier, resulting in a relatively long tunneling time. Also, in the tunnel
j unction devices , the subgap phonons that are shed when the
quasiparticles relax to the gap edge of the low Tc superconductor are lost into the substrate. In the quasiparticle-trapassisted electrothermal feedback tran sition-edge sensors
(QETs), more of the quasiparticle energy is thermalized directly into the electron system when it enters the W film.
Note, howeve r, that in both cases at leas t 43% of the energy
is lost to subgap phonons when the quasiparticles are initially
created in the high gap film. 10
Our first large sca le dark matter detector will be fabricate d on 3-in.-diam Si wafe rs. In order to cove r this large
surface area while keeping quasiparticle trappin g times short
(~ I µ s) it is necessary to use many small area Al quasiparticle co llection pads. In order to interface our W transitionedge sensor with many Al quasiparticle trapping pads, the
W/A I QET is fabricated as an array of 200 W lines, each 2
µ m wide and 800 µm long. The lines are connected in parallel by two narrow Al bars. When the aluminum bars are
held at a co nstant potential difference, each W link individually self-biases on its transition. Eac h W line is placed in
electr ica l co ntact with eight Al quasiparticle-trapping pads.
Since the W lines are wired in para llel, they each have the
same voltage bias, and the current through all lines is
summ ed befo re being meas ured by the SQUID . Thu s, the
energy removed fro m the entire sensor by the reduction in
j oule heating is the voltage bias multipli ed by the integral of
the summ ed current pulse. Since the W lines self-bias, they
may be spaced widely, allow ing Al pads to be instrum ented
over a large surface area.
An additi onal benefit of using a parallel array of W lines
is that, since each parallel W line self-reg ulates in temperature within its transition, the effect of any gradient in Tc
across the absorber is reduced, thu s elimin ating the most
important limitin g facto r in our previo us W transition-edge
sensors .5 Eac h parallel W line may be packed into a tight
meander in order to minimi ze its area cove rage and any
variation in Tc across it. Since each element indi vidually
self-biases in temperature, only the Tc variation across an
individual element is imp ortant. For the 200 element devices
descri bed in this work, the distance across one such meander
is ~ 60 µm , instead of the ~ 3 cm length scale across one
channel on a 3 in. wafer. The effec t of any gradient in Tc is
thu s reduced by more than two orders of magnitude.
II. DEVICE FABRICATION
The W/Al QETs descr ibed in this work are fabricated on
a double-polished, I-mm-thick , I cm X I cm absorber made
of high purity magnetic Czoc hralski silicon (resistivity ~ 2
kD cm). The silico n surface is instrum ented with two W/Al
QET channels, each cover ing a 2 mm X4 mm area, spaced 5
mm apart center to center, and centered on the chip [Fig.
3(b)]. Eac h channel is made of 200 parallel W lines 2 µm
Particle detection
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FIG. 2. Schematic of four eleme nts of a W/AI QET. Eight Al qua siparticle
trappin g fins (light shad ing) are electr ica lly con nected along equal interva ls
to eac h W line (dark shadin g). The e le111entsare connected in para llel by Al
bar s. Each cha nnel is 111acleup of 200 such ele111
ents .

FIG. 3. Detector geo 111
etry. (a) Cross-sectiona l view of the detector with a
co lli111a
ted 55Fe source incid ent on the backside. (b) Top view of the detector. The line of co lli111a
tion passes throu gh the ce nters of both cha nnels.

Ill. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
wide, 800 µm long, and 30 nm thick, and has a normal
res istan ce of ~ 6fl. Th e lines are packed into a tight mea nder
in ord er to minimi ze any vari ation in Tc across a line. Eight
Al qu asiparticl e trap pads 60 nm thick and ~ 80 µm on a side
are connected to each W line at equ al intervals along its
length in order to redu ce the energy therm alization tim e (Fig.
2). Th e W line s are wir ed in para llel with 5-µm-wid e Al bars
co nnected to Al bondin g pads. Al ( with I% Si) wire bonds
are used to conn ect the chip to the elec trica l circuit.
Th e dev ice is fa bricated in two metallization steps, and
two lith og raph y steps. Fir st, an Al film 60 nm thi ck is deposited on a bare Si substrat e in a B alzers 450 de mag netron
sputt ering sys tem. With out breakin g vacuum , a protec tive W
film 30 nm thick is then de posited ove r the A l with a - 200
V de substrate bias . Th e co mp osite film is photo lithogra phi cally patterned and a two-step wet etch is used to define the
Al qu asiparticl e trappin g pads, which at thi s po int are still
co vered with 30 nm of W. Th e wafe r is return ed to the Balzers system for the seco nd metallization. After the sys tem is
baked out , a rf backsputt er is condu cted to remove all of the
surfac e ox ide. Sin ce the patterned A l film is cove red by a
thin laye r of W, it is ex pected that little Al is backs putt ere d
onto the Si surfa ce durin g thi s process. A fres h W fiIm 30 nm
thick is then depos ited on the wafe r, aga in using a - 200 V
de substrat e bias . Th e W mea nder lines and the co nnections
to the Al qu as ipartic le traps are then photolithogra phi ca lly
patterned, and all the excess W (includin g the initi al pr otective laye r on top of the quas iparticle trappin g pads) is removed using a wet etch. The wafe rs are then diced into I
cm X I cm squares and mount ed in a diluti on refri gera tor
sys tem with a 35 mK base tempera ture.
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T he W/A l QET was coo led to be low Tc in a diluti on
refr igera tor. Th ermal co ntact was made to the backs urface of
the Si crys tal through fo ur small go ld plated berylliumcopper springs. An 55 Fe so urce of 5.89 and 6.49 ke V x rays
was mounted on the bac kside of the crysta l. Th e lie attenuation lengt h of 5.89 and 6.49 keV x rays in Si are ~ 29 and
~ 38 µm , res pectively, so most eve nts occ ur near the backsurface of the I-mm -thi ck Si crysta l. In order to deco nvolute
eve nt pos ition and energy, it is necessary to co mp are the
energy co llected in severa l detector channels. Since the W/AI
Q ET used in this wo rk had only two channels, it was only
poss ible to deco nvo lute pos ition fro m energy in one of the
two surface dim ensions. To limi t the even ts to this one dime nsio n, the x rays we re co llim ated th rough a slit across the
ce nters of the two channels, as show n in F ig. 3. In futur e four
channel experim ents thi s co llim ation will be unn ecessa ry.
Jn orde r to improve the energy reso lution of the se nsor, it
was necessa ry to irradiate the silico n crysta l w ith a photodiode fo r ~ 10 min befo re data were taken. W hen the crys tal is
initially coo led dow n, the min ority (D +) impu rity sites are
ionized, along w ith an equ al num ber of majo rity (A - ) impurity sites . 11 Wh en a particle interac tion occ urs in a silicon
crystal, bot h phonons and e lec tron- ho le pa irs are ge nerated .
T he electro ns and ho les ca n reco mbin e to produce add itional
phonons w ithin the Q ET co llect ion tim e, but electro ns and
holes can also be tra pped at impurit y sites w ithi n the crystal
and preve nted from reco mbinin g. Any stat istica l var iat ions in
this trappin g, or spatia l var iation which is not fully deco nvoluted, worsens the energy reso lution. After suffic ient exposure to a radi ation so urce, howeve r, all impuri ty sites are
filled, and charge car riers ca n propag ate all the way across
the crystal. At our operating te mperat ures, therm al processes
are insufficient to reionize the impurit y sites.
Particle detection
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FIG. 4. A set of coincident pulses in the W/AI QET. The event is a phonon
signal from a 6 ke V x ray interactin g near the back of a I-mm-thick Si
crystal. 350 kHz low pass filters were used in both channel s.

After diode irradiation, data were taken. The device was
found to stably self-bias. All 6 keV pulses in the two independent W/Al QET channels were large and coincident (Fig.
4).
The total energy removed by the reduction of joule
power is simply the voltage bias multiplied by the integral of
the change in the SQUID current. If the entire pulse is integrated, however, substantial low freq uency noise is introduced. In an effort to estimate the pulse integral while minimizing low frequency noise , the pulse was first integrated,
and then run through a high pass filter with a knee at
w= 1/T pulse , where rpul se is the observed time constant of the
pulse (neglecting a long , low amplitude pulse tail that may
be due to the absorption of subgap phonons directly into the
W film) . The height of the filtered pulse integral was taken to
be an estimate of the pulse integral. This estimate is somewhat low, since the tail of the pulse is not fully measured, but
the resolution of the resulting energy measurement is improved .
In Fig . 5, the pulse integral in channel A is plotted
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FIG. 5. Pulse integral A vs B plots for the W/Al QETs. The events are
normalized to a peak at 6 keV in PHA + PHB .
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FIG. 6. Pulse integral A vs B plot, with a cut excluding events near the edge
of the crystal.

against the pulse integral in channel B . The pulses are normalized so that the sum of the integrals in A and B is centered on 6 keV. The 5.9 and 6.5 keV x-ray lines are clearly
separated.
The data in Fig. 5 contain both position and energy information. For example, events that occur near the center of
the crystal have equal energy deposition in both channels,
and appear in the center of Fig . 5. As events occur nearer to
channe l A, and further from channel B, the pulse energy is
shared more unequally, and the event appears near the bottom right-hand corner of the plotted data. The fact that the
sum of the pulse energies near the center of the crystal is
slightly less than that nearer one channel (the data do not
quite fall on a line) indicates that a small fraction of the
phonons is absorbed in a site other than the sensor channels
(such as the Be-Cu springs used for heat sinking). It is thus
necessary to deconvolute the position and energy to attain
the best energy resolution .
In this set, deconvolution of the position and energy is
complicated since the data fold back on itself . When a pulse
occurs in the center of the crystal , the pulse integrals contain
the same energy in both channel s. Event s that occur directly
under one sensor lead to maximum pulse integral in one
channel, and minimum pul se integral in the other . When
events occur further towards the edge of the crystal, the energy is once again shared more equally between the two
channel s, and the data fold back on itself. As a result, a
careful deconvolution of energy and position for events in
this region of degeneracy requires implementation of a more
complicated analysis which take s into account pulse timing.
In order to simply estimate the resolution of this detector, the
events nearer the edge of the cry stal were excluded from the
data set (Fig. 6). In the region of this cut , the data are approximately linear. The integral in channel A is added to the
integral in channel B to derive the total energy. A histogram
of the total normalized energy detected is plotted in Fig. 7.
Two separate peaks are clearly seen . Both the separation of
the peaks and the ratio of the number of events in the two
peaks are consistent with the k-a (5.9 keV) and k-/3 (6.5
keV) x rays from the 55Fe source. The energy resolution is
Particle detection
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tions in the energy collection from the Si absorber into the W
lines are currently limiting the energy resolution of the detector.
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FIG. 7. The energy histogram for the data in Fig. 6. The energy peak is
normalized to 6 keY. The 5.9 keV k-a. and 6.5 keY k-/3 peaks are clearly
distinguishable. The energy resolution is < 350 eV FWHM.

measured to be < 350 eV full width at half-maximum
(FWHM), which is the highest resolution that has been reported for a fast (< 1 ms pulse duration) calorimetric detector
with an absorber mass> 0. l g. Comparable speed and energy
resolution have been achieved at 100 mK using InSb with a
series array of SIS tunnel junctions. 12 Slower transition-edge
sensors operating at - 15 mK on larger mass Al20 3 device s
have also been reported with higher energy resolution, but no
position resolution . 13
Our measured resolution is worse than what would be
expected from the fluctuations in the transition-edge sensor
alone. Accidental trigger s are seen to have a resolution of
- 120 eV FWHM (Fig. 7), indicating that statistical fluctua-
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